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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
 
 

Business Organization and Management is designed to provide students with the knowledge needed to work in, manage, or own a business, and 
achieve success.  It builds a foundation of understanding of the business world and established business principles and practices. Students will also 
obtain the knowledge to become conscientious and wise consumers. 
 

Separately we assess students to gauge progress and inform instruction. Benchmark assessments for students in grades 9 through 12 are administered 
in the form of a midterm and final exam for full year courses. *Special Note: Only final exams are administered at the end of quarter courses and 
semester courses.  

 
 

 
 

RATIONALE 
 
 

This course is designed for all students who plan to major in business in college. Some topics that will be covered are economic systems, business 
ownership and management, the stock market, advertising and marketing, international business trade, credit and insurance. Students will analyze 
case studies and work with a business simulation. The course will also utilize Internet resources and several business publications and newspapers to 
research current business trends and report on them. Students will also learn presentation skills, as each project will require a presentation of the 
material covered. 

 
 

This is a revision of the previous Business Organization and Management course. This revision includes more emphasis on technology utilizing the 
Internet to conduct research and MS-Office software to prepare reports and presentations. The course of study reflects the New Jersey Student 
Learning  Standards:, as well as reflecting the New Jersey Student Learning Standards skills where appropriate. 
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Students will: 

GENERAL GOALS 

 
• develop an understanding of the importance of business in our economy. 
• understand business principles and practices. 
• assess potential roles in business. 
• obtain business knowledge that will help in making decisions which create opportunity in business and in their personal lives. 
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THE LIVING CURRICULUM 
 

Curriculum guides are designed to be working documents. Teachers are encouraged to make notes in the margins. Written comments can serve as 
the basis for future revisions. In addition, the teachers and administrators are invited to discuss elements of the guides as implemented in the 
classroom and to work collaboratively to develop recommendations for curriculum reforms as needed. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
 

During the development of this course of study, particular attention was paid to material, which might discriminate on the basis of sex, race, religion, 
national origin, or creed. Every effort has been made to uphold both the letter and spirit of affirmative action mandates as applied to the content, the 
texts and the instruction inherent in this course. 

 
 
 

MODIFICATIONS AND ADAPTATIONS 

For guidelines on how to modify and adapt curricula to best meet the needs of all students, instructional staff should refer to the Curriculum 
Modifications and Adaptations included as an Appendix in this curriculum.  Instructional staff of students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) 
must adhere to the recommended modifications outlined in each individual plan.  
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PARSIPPANY-TROY HILLS TOWNSHIP 
SCHOOLS COURSE PROFICIENCIES 

 
Course: BUS615 Title: Business Organization and 
Management 

 
In accordance with district policy as mandated by the New Jersey Administrative Code and the New Jersey Student Learning Standards, the 
following are proficiencies required for the successful completion of the above named course. 

 
Based upon classroom discussion, case studies, group and individual projects, reports, homework assignments and the reading of 
selected material, students will be able to: 

 
1. explain the characteristics of business. 
2. describe how global competition has affected American businesses. 
3. explain basic principles of ethics and how ethics apply to business situations. 
4. predict how changes in society and business will impact employment in the future. 
5. describe economic concepts that apply to satisfying needs and wants. 
6. describe three economic/political systems. 
7. summarize fundamental elements of capitalism. 
8. explain how economic growth can be promoted and measured. 
9. describe the nature, growth and importance of international business. 
10. identify and explain factors relating to international trade. 
11. discuss the process to follow when starting a business. 
12. discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different types of business ownership. 
13. describe marketing activities and identify the factors considered when developing a product. 
14. identify methods of pricing products for sale. 
15. describe methods of promoting products. 
16. create a marketing and promotional plan. 
17. analyze a high-budget, widely-viewed commercial. 
18. identify methods of pricing products for sales. 
19. describe methods of promoting products. 
20. describe types of consumer loans, credit cards and their advantages and disadvantages. 
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Course Proficiencies (cont’d.) 
 
21. prepare a financial plan. 
22. identify human relations skills needed by managers and employees. 
23. design a staffing needs plan. 
24. analyze a company’s competitive position in an industry 
25. analyze and critique a new business/product pitched by entrepreneurs to investors. 
26. analyze the effectiveness of an upper-level manager’s “undercover” experience. 
27. prepare a plan to launch a business. 
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GRADING PROCEDURES 
 
 
 

Long-Term Assessments, Written or Presented: 80% 
• Tests (open-ended responses, problem solving) 
• Research projects 
• Reports 
• Authentic assessments 

 
Daily Short-Term Assignments: 20% 

• Responses to chapter questions 
• Analyses of case studies 
• Participation 

 
 
 
 
 

Definition of Participation: 
• Asks pertinent questions 
• Answers questions that demonstrate thought and knowledge of information presented. 
• Brings outside information that demonstrates involvement. 

 
  

Final Grade 

Full Year Course 
• Each marking period shall count as 20% of the final grade 

Quarterly Exams  
• Quarterly exams shall count as 4% in marking periods 1 and 3 
• Quarterly exams shall count as 6% in marking periods 2 and 4 
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I. ECONOMICS AND ETHICS: 
Essential Question(s): a) How do economics and ethics impact the business environment? 

b) What does it mean that business is global? 
c) What is the impact of e-Business on international trade? 

Enduring Understanding(s):  a) Economics is the science of how people produce goods and services, and how they 
                                                         distribute them. Economics deals with the welfare of mankind, and problems of  
                                                          capital, labor, wages, prices, tariffs and taxes. Economics and international trade 
                                                             have influenced world events in all of 

      history. Ethics provides us with professional rules of right and wrong, the system of 
     conduct or humane behavior. Ethics guides business staff members to consistently 
     make fair, honest, and decisions. 
b) Global markets respond to financial circumstances in other countries as well as their 

own.  Many companies are now multi-national, as funds and knowledge now flow 
across national borders. 

c) The global economy has and will continue to expand because of advancements in e-Business. 
ECONOMICS AND ETHICS 

 
PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 

 
STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
1.   explain the characteristics of 

business. 
8.1.12.A.2 
9.1.12.F.1 
9.4.12.D.32 
9.4.12.D.(1).4 
RH.11-12.2 

• create a chart or an Excel 
spreadsheet consisting of 
types of businesses along 
with their specific 
characteristics. 

Evaluation of chart based on 
teacher-devised  criteria of 
accuracy and sufficient detail 

Portfolio assessment at 
end of unit. 

 
Students select an activity 
from the list and complete 
a one-page, type-written 
analysis. 
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ECONOMICS AND ETHICS 
 
PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 

 
STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
2. describe how global 

competition has affected 
American business. 

8.1.12.A.2 
8.1.8.B.1 
9.1.12.B.3 
9.1.12.F.5 
9.2.12.A.3 
9.3.12.C.8 
9.4.12.D.20 
9.4.12.D.27 
RH.11-12.9 

• research the periodical 
database (EBSCO) to 
identify articles that 
illustrate how the global 
economy impacts the U.S. 
economy. 

 

 
• provide an analysis of their 

article. 

Successful search for relevant 
articles – demonstrating 
search techniques 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation of article and its 
analysis based on teacher- 
made rubric 

Resources: 
The World is Flat 
by Thomas L. Friedman 

 
Media Specialists for 
Boolean Searching lessons 

3. explain basic principles of 
ethics and how ethics apply to 
business situations. 

9.1.12.B.1 
9.1.12.F.6 
9.2.12.E.6 
9.3.12.C.15 
9.4.12.D.13 
9.4.12.D.(2).1 
9.4.12.D.(5).8 
RH.11-12.2 

• define ethics through class 
discussion while reading 
and analyzing case studies, 
and after watching the film, 
Greed. 

Written response to film 
 
Class participation, through 
group discussions and teacher 
Q&A. 

Greed, ABC News with 
John Stossel 

 
Everand & Burrow 
(resource materials) 

4. predict how changes in society 
and business will impact 
employment in the future. 

8.1.8.B.1 
9.1.12.A.1 
9.1.12.B.1 
9.1.12.E.4 
9.4.12.D.17 
9.4.12.D.20 
RH.11-12.10 

• analyze current business 
and employment conditions 
using articles from 
newspapers, business 
magazines and periodical 
databases, in order to 
predict future trends. 

Class discussion of relevant 
business current event articles 

 
Do Now responses to 
teacher’s questions 

 
 
 
Teacher evaluation of 
analysis 

Suggested 
newspapers: 

Wall Street Journal 
New York Times 
magazines: 
Business Week 
Internet: 
EBSCO 

http://www.bls.gov.oco 
(Occupational Outlook 
Handbook) 

http://www.bls.gov.oco/
http://www.bls.gov.oco/
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ECONOMICS AND ETHICS 
 
PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 

 
STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
5. describe economic concepts 

that apply to satisfying needs 
and wants. 

8.1.12.E.1 
9.1.12.A.1 
9.4.12.D.5 
9.4.12.D (3).4 
9.4.12.D.(3).5 
RH.11-12.2 

• brainstorm specific needs 
and create a list of personal 
needs  and wants; analyze 
business economy to show 
how needs are being met. 

 

 
• plot a supply and demand 

curve 

Student participation in 
guided discussion 

 
Teacher’s anecdotal records 

 
Evaluation of graph for 
accurate plotting of points and 
sufficient analysis of data 

 

6. describe three economic 
political systems. 

8.1.12.E.1 
8.1.12.F.1 
9.1.12.B.1 
9.2.12.A.3 
9.4.12.D.11 
9.4.12.D.26 
9.4.12.D.(3).1 
RH.11-12.2 

• research and create a chart 
to compare and contrast 
characteristics of 
communism, socialism and 
capitalism. 

 
• discuss events that have 

occurred in the economy of 
the former USSR, the 
European Union, and other 
world nations. 

 
 
 
• keep a two-week log of 

fluctuating world markets in 
response to political events 

Chart evaluated according to 
completeness and accuracy. 

 
 
 
Teacher-guided class 
discussion  for understanding 
of concepts 

 
Short-answer quiz 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Student notes on stock market 
highs and lows 

 
Paragraph of response on 
global interconnectedness 

Electronic or print 
encyclopedias 

7. summarize fundamental 
elements of capitalism. 

8.1.12.E.1 
8.1.12.F.1 
9.1.12.B.1 
9.1.12.C.5 
9.1.12.D.2 

 

•  list and debate elements of 
capitalism. 

 
•  compare lifestyles of 

American and foreign-born 

Written Do Now responses 
 

Pro/Con lists on economic 
systems 

Online almanac name 
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ECONOMICS AND ETHICS 
 
PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 

 
STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
 9.4.12.D.11 

RH.11-12.8 
students as to retail 
purchases and businesses 
available to satisfy needs 
and wants. 

 
•  use Nations of the World 

section of the almanac to 
compare developing and 
wealthy nations, i.e., com- 
munications per capita. 

Teacher evaluation of under- 
standing through Q&A 

Student debates 

 
Excel Spreadsheet 

 

8. explain how economic growth 
can be promoted and measured. 

8.1.12.A.2 
9.4.12.D.11 
RH.11-12.2 

• select one or two countries 
to find their GDP or CPI for 
comparison with the 
economy of the US . 

 
• provide a written report. 

Evaluation using teacher- 
made rubric, which includes 
criteria for completeness, 
accuracy and in-depth 
understanding of the topic 

Sources: 
• almanac 
• specified online 

encyclopedias 

9. describe the nature, growth and 
importance of international 
business. 

9.4.12.D.11 
RH.11-12.2 

• look around his/her homes 
and identify brand names of 
various products, where the 
product was made, and 
whether the parent 
company is a US-based 
company. 

 
• discuss their findings. List 

results on board and make 
comparisons. 

Student lists, combined into 
small-group and then a 
master list 

 
Teacher observation of 
student participation 

 
Short written response on 
types of products 
manufactured abroad 

 

10.  identify and explain factors 8.1.12.A.2 • frame a question about a Panel or group discussions MOODLE discussion 
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ECONOMICS AND ETHICS 
 
PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 

 
STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
relating to international trade. 8.1.12.E.1 

9.1.12.E.1 
9.1.12.E.5 
9.2.12.F.1 
9.2.12.F.3 
RH.11-12.2 

current international 
business issue.  Research the 
topics and prepare a 
typewritten response 
supporting your position. 
Include theories and 
concepts learned in the unit. 

 
Written position paper 

 
Teacher will assess for clarity 
and understanding based on 
theories and concepts 
discussed 

thread a tech integration 
option 

 

II. BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
 

Essential Question(s): a) What does a business person need to know to select a business form of ownership? 
b) What management functions are necessary for the operation of a business? 

Enduring 
Understanding(s): 

a) Owners need to learn the requirements and impact of the form of ownership (sole proprietorship, 
partnership, and corporation) to decide what business structure will provide the best chance to meet his or her 
business goals. 
b) Management functions are planning, organizing, leading or controlling. 

 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
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PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE 

 
The student will be able to: 

 
 

STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY 

 
Students will: 

 
EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

11.  discuss the process to follow 
when starting a business. 

8.1.12.A.2 
8.1.12.B.2 

• conduct a personal interview 
of an entrepreneur or research 
the topic online. 

 
• submit a computer-generated 

report. 

Evaluation of interview/re- 
search analysis based on 
teacher-made rubric 

 

12.  discuss advantages and 
disadvantages of different 
types of business ownerships. 

8.1.12.A.1 
9.4.12.A.4 
RH.11-12.2 

•  create a chart of different 
types of ownerships, e.g., 
sole proprietorship, partner- 
ship, corporation, and 
franchise, illustrating the 
advantages and disadvantages 
of each. 

Evaluation of chart based on 
teacher/student-selected 
criteria 
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III. MARKETING: 
 

Essential Question(s): a)   What is the advantage of a marketing plan for a business? 

 

Enduring 
Understanding(s): 

 

a) Marketing is an organizational function and a set of processes for creating, communicating, and delivering 
value to customers and for managing customer relationships in ways that benefit the organization and its 
stakeholders. 

 
 
 

MARKETING 
 
PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 

 
STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
13.  describe marketing activities 

and identify the factors 
considered when developing 
a product. 

8.1.12.A.2 
9.4.12.N.(1).5 
RH.11-12.2 

• create a chart that lists 
and ex-plains marketing 
activities. 

 
 
 
• brainstorm 

considerations that go 
into new product 
development 

Evaluation of chart based 
on teacher-/student- 
prepared criteria 

 
Individual student lists 
and class brainstorm 
posted on the board 

 

14.  identify methods of pricing 
pro-ducts for sales. 

9.4.12.N.(4).11 
RH.11-12.2 

• describe and list factors 
which affect prices and 
identify the product life 
cycle. 

Teacher assessment 
based on clarity and 
understanding of theories 
and concepts discussed 
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MARKETING 
 
PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 

 
STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
15.  describe methods of 

promoting products. 
9.4.12.N.(4).2 
RH.11-12.2 

• list various promotional 
methods, provide 
examples of each, and 
discuss advantages, 
disadvantages and 
effectiveness of each 
form. 

Analysis evaluated 
according to 
completeness and 
accuracy 

 
Class discussion will 
show understanding of 
concepts. 

 

16.  create a marketing and 
promotional plan. 

8.1.12.A.2 
8.2.12.A.2 
9.4.12.N.(4).2 

• utilize the marketing mix 
elements to reach an 
identified target market 
for a promotional 
campaign. 

 
• create an advertisement 

to be used in a 
campaign. 

Evaluation of marketing 
plan based on teacher- 
prepared rubric 

 

17.  analyze a high-budget, 
widely-viewed commercial. 

9.4.12.N.(1).3 
RH.11-12.2, 9 

• produce a typewritten 
critiqued analysis of a 
Super Bowl commercial. 

Evaluation of typed 
analysis based on 
teacher-prepared rubric 

 

18.  identify methods of pricing 
products for sales. 

9.4.12.N.(4).11 • describe and list factors 
which affect prices and 
identify the product life 
cycle. 

Bulleted list of factors 
 
Flow chart of product 
life cycle 
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MARKETING 
 
PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 

 
STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 

ASSESSMENT 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
19.  describe methods of 

promoting products. 
9.4.12.N.(4).2 
RH.11-12.2 

• list various promotional 
methods, provide 
examples of each and 
discuss advantages, 
disadvantages and 
effectiveness of each 
form. 

A written analysis will 
be evaluated according 
to completeness 

 
Small group and class 
discussion will show 
understanding of 
concepts 

http://www.bls.gov/oco 
(Occupational Outlook 
Handbook) 

http://www.bls.gov/oco
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IV. ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE: 
 

Essential Question(s): a) What is the impact of accounting and financial knowledge on business? 

Enduring 
Understanding(s): 

a) Knowledge of accou8nting provides a system for recording, reporting and analyzing business transactions. 
b) Finance is the system by which money matters, of a nation, state or a corporation, are managed. 
Knowledge of finance provides a wider context for the decisions made in a specific business. 

 
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE 

 
PROFICIENCY / OBJECTIVE 

 
The student will be able to: 

 
 

STANDARDS 

 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY 

 
Students will: 

 
EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

 
TEACHER 

NOTES 

20.  describe types of consumer 
loans, credit cards and their 
advantages and 
disadvantages. 

8.1.2.B.1 
8.1.12.F.1 
9.2.12.C.1 
9.2.12.C.3 

• list types of consumer loans 
and credit cards explaining 
their advantages and 
disadvantages. 

 
• look up and obtain interest 

rates on various credit 
cards using the Internet. 

Pro/con charts 
 
Chart of rates 

 
DO NOW response on 
credit card use 

www.federalreserve.gov/ 
pubs/shop/default.htm 

 
www.ftc.gov/bcp/ 
conline/pubs/credit/ 
choose.htm 

 
www.pueblo.gsa.gov/cic- 
text/money/credit- 
report/ 
rscredit.htm 

21.  prepare a financial plan. 8.1.12.A.1 
8.1.12.A.2 
9.4.12.D.(4).2 
9.2.12.B.6 

• create a pro-forma income 
statement, balance sheet 
and determine financial 
needs for a hypothetical 
business. 

Evaluation of financial 
plan based on teacher- 
prepared rubric 

 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/
http://www.pueblo.gsa.gov/cic-
http://www.pueblo.gsa.gov/cic-
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V. HUMAN RESOURCES: 
 

Essential Question(s): a)   Why is it important to attract and retain valuable employees? 

 

Enduring 
Understanding(s): 

 

a)   The human resource is not only unique and valuable, but is also an organization’s most important 
resource. Attracting and retaining quality employees is vital. 

 
 
 

HUMAN RESOURCES 
 

PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 
 

STANDARDS 
 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
22.  identify human relations skills 

needed by managers and 
employees. 

9.4.12.D.(5).4 
9.4.12.D.(1).2 
RH.11-12.2 

• discuss and list 
supervisors’ and 
employees’ responsibilities 
and the skills needed. 

Student notes on class 
discussion led by teacher 
Q & A 

 

23.  design a staffing needs plan. 8.1.12.A.2 
8.1.12.A.1 
9.1.12.B.1 
9.4.12.D.(5).5 
RH.11-12.2 

• identify staffing needs for a 
hypothetical business and 
create an organizational 
chart to illustrate them. 

Evaluation of Human 
Resources plan based on 
teacher-prepared rubric 

 
Chart 

 

24.  analyze a company’s 
competitive position in an 
industry. 

8.1.12.A.2 
9.4.12.N.(5).2 
RH.11-12.2 

• prepare a SWOT analysis 
for a hypothetical business. 

Strengths 
Weaknesses 
Short essay based on 
rubric 

 

25.  analyze and critique a new 
business/product pitched by 
entrepreneurs to investors. 

RH.11-12.9 
RH.11-12.10 

• provide their analysis on a 
sheet of paper after 
viewing “Shark Tank”. 

Evaluation of responses 
by teacher through class 
discussion 

 
Peer Evaluation 

 

26.  analyze the effectiveness of an 
upper-level manager’s 
undercover experience. 

RH.11-12.9 
RH.11-12.10 

• discuss the pros and cons 
of the manager’s 
experience after viewing 
“Undercover Boss”. 

Guided viewing questions  
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HUMAN RESOURCES 
 

PROFICIENCIES/OBJECTIVES 
 

STANDARDS 
 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY EVALUATION/ 
ASSESSMENT 

TEACHER 
NOTES 

Students will be able to:  Student will:   
27.  prepare a plan to launch a 

business. 
8.1.12.A.2 
9.4.12.D.(4).2 
RH.11-12.1, 2, 4, 7, 10 

• assess business needs. 
 
 
• prepare a business plan 

utilizing concepts learned 
through the year. 

 
• locate information through 

the use of the Internet 
databases, meeting project 
specifications. 

 

 
• deliver a PowerPoint 

presentation to the class. 

Written analysis 
 
 
Business Plan based on 
rubric discussed by class 
Student notes 
Drafts of plan web or 
outline 
Visuals and information 
presented 
Evaluated based on 
PowerPoint 
Presentation Rubric 

Interview entrepreneur 
or businessperson in 
the field. 
Electronic 
encyclopedias 
EBSCO periodical 
databases 

 
www.sba.gov/starting- 
business/planning/ 
basic/html 

http://www.sba.gov/starting-
http://www.sba.gov/starting-
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http://www.monster.com/ 
http://www.njpin.com 
www.pueblo.gsa.gov/cic-text/money/creditreport/rscredit.htm 
http://www.review.com  (brings you to Princeton Review) 
http://www.yahoo.com/ 

http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/shop/default.htm
http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/shop/default.htm
http://www.ftc.gov./bcp/conline/pubs/credit/choose.htm
http://www.ftc.gov./bcp/conline/pubs/credit/choose.htm
http://jobsearch.monster.com/
http://jobsearch.monster.com/
http://jobs.msn.careerbuilder.com/
http://jobs.msn.careerbuilder.com/
http://www.altavista.com/
http://www.altavista.com/
http://www.askjeeves.com/
http://www.askjeeves.com/
http://www.bls.gov/oco/
http://www.bls.gov/oco/
http://www.careerbuilder.com/
http://www.careerbuilder.com/
http://www.careerjournal.com/
http://www.careerjournal.com/
http://www.headhunder.net/
http://www.headhunder.net/
http://www.monster.com/
http://www.njpin.com/
http://www.pueblo.gsa.gov/cic-text/money/creditreport/rscredit.htm
http://www.pueblo.gsa.gov/cic-text/money/creditreport/rscredit.htm
http://www.review.com/
http://www.yahoo.com/
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Name    Date    
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STARTING A CORPORATION 
 
Your group task is to design a small corporation. Each member of your group will invest $10,000. 
Your specific group tasks are to complete the three phases below. 

 
Phase 1: Getting Started 

 
1.   Decide on what type of small corporation to form in your area 
2.   State the general purpose of  your corporation and the type of product or service you will 

provide 
3.   Identify the type of types of customers you wish to serve 
4.   List specific means by which you can promote your goods or services to your customers 
5.   Determine which student members will serve as CEO, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer 

 
Phase 2: Getting Incorporated 

 
1.   Prepare a Certificate of Incorporation—See Figure 6-1 in your text book 
2.   Prepare a Balance Sheet and a projected Income Statement 
3.   Read about how to incorporate a business and summarize the steps 

 
Phase 3: Reporting Results 

 
1.   Your group should prepare a report for the class that your officers will present 
2.   After each officer reports to the class about the group’s corporation, other class members 

may ask questions 
 
 
 

26 
 
Each group member must be assigned a specific role as follows: 

 
1.   Recorder—records all group ideas and completes the accompanying group sheet to complete 

Phase 1 of starting a corporation and Certificate of Incorporation 
2.   Reader—Reads about how to incorporate a business, writes a summary of the procedures 

and informs group members of the information 
3.   Computer Expert—Prepares the balance sheet on Excel based on the group’s information 
4.   Reporters—Each group member should be prepared to present their potion to the class 
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Group Member Names 

 
 
 

STARTING A CORPORATION 
 
 
 
Phase 1: Getting Started 

 
1.   Type of Small Corporation 

 
 
 
 

2.   General Purpose of Corporation 
 
 
 
 

Type of Product or Service You Will Provide 
 
 
 
 

3.   Type or Types of Customers You Wish to 
Serve   

 
 
 
 

4.   Specific Means by Which You Can Promote Your Goods or Services to Your Customers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.   CEO    
 

Vice President    
 

Secretary   
 

Treasurer    
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Phase 2: Getting Incorporated 

 
 

1.   Attach your completed Certificate of Incorporation 
2.   Prepare the Balance Sheet on Excel, print and attach. Be sure to include all group member 

names. 
3.   Attach summary of steps to incorporate a business 
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CURRENCY FLUCTUATION ACTIVITY 
 
 
Log onto yahoo.com 
Click on Finance 
Click on the Currency Converter heading on the left side 

 
● Choose any 5 currencies you would like 
● Look at the past 3 years and plot the amount that currency was worth for the past 2 years 
relative to the U.S. dollar 
● Put the past 3 years and the current rate into a MS Excel spreadsheet (e.g. December 2008, 
December 2009, December 2010 

and current exchange rate) 
● After you indicate what the USD is equivalent to in the other currencies, calculate the amount 
and percentage change from year 

to year and the value range for all three years 
 

Answer the following in detail as an MS Word Document: 

Which currency was the most stable? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Which currency was the least stable? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Explain why you think it is important to keep an eye on exchange rates when participating in 
international business or traveling. 
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Date    

 
GDP PROJECT 

 
1.   You will report on   _. 

Name of Nation 
2.   Please log on to the CIA fact book: 

 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder2001rank.html 

 
3.   Click on the country corresponding to your assigned number. 

 
 

4.   All the information should be under the Economy component. 
 
 

5.   The components of your assignment will include: 
*Detailed descriptions of each component should be provided. 

 
Summary of economic overview 

 
GDP 

 
GDP growth rate 

 
GDP per capita 

 
GDP by composition (This will be used later in composing a pie chart) 

 
Export commodities 

Export partners 

Import commodities 

Import partners 

6.   What suggestions would you make to this country? 
 

Include a project cover with some graphics related to your country as well as any 
Other information you would like to report on. 

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder2001rank.html
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SUPERBOWL COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY 
1 grade off for every day late 

 
Select your favorite commercial to analyze as you’re watching the Super Bowl.  Think about and 
then answer the following questions (typed): 

 
● What brand or product is being promoted?  (NO alcoholic beverages) 
● What image is being portrayed in order to market this product? 
● Who do you believe is the target market and why? 
● Why do you think the commercial was effective (or ineffective)? 
● What suggestions would you make to make it more effective? 

(although you may find it effective as it is; provide suggestions) 
● What makes this your favorite commercial? 

 
You will be asked to: 
● Have a typed sheet with your analysis of the commercial to be collected, NOT in 
paragraph form, but answering each question 

separately and bolding the main answer. (For example, Q: What brand is being 
promoted? A: Doritos. Doritos is being promoted 

and . . . ) 
● Show your commercial to the class if you are able to tape it (preferred), OR provide a 

detailed oral description of the commercial 
to the class (no points lost for no video.) 

● Describe the elements of the commercial described in the questions above to the class 
(brand/product, image, target market 

and explanation, effectiveness of commercial and why, suggestions and why, etc. 
 

I am looking for your thoroughness, thoughtfulness, clarity and effort in your typed analysis and 
oral presentation. 
You will be graded on the WRITTEN portion of this assignment. 

 
For a grade in the range of an A, all elements completely fulfilled with clear effort. For a grade 
in the range of a B, 
Majority of elements are present, effort apparent. For a grade in the C range, some elements 
included, too brief, not 
enough explanation, effort, etc. 
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overflow of answers. 

SHARK TANK QUESTIONS 
*Please feel free to use the back for 

 
 

1. What is the business/product presented? 
 
 
 

2. What is the offer made to the Sharks? 
 
 
 

3. Is there a counter offer and what is it? 
 
 
 

4. Would you invest in this venture? Explain. 
 
 
 

5. Is the product/business differentiated/innovative? Explain. 
 
 
 

6. Why do you think the Sharks acted the way they did? 
 
 
 

7. What is the Entrepreneur looking to do with the capital? 
 
 
 

8. What suggestion would you make to the Entrepreneur? 
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CURRENT EVENT ARTICLE 
 
 
 
 
• Locate a business-related article from online or any periodical. 

 

 
• You will be asked to hand in a copy of the article as well as typed response to the article. 

 
 
 
Your typed response should have a proper heading and should include the following three 
components: 

 
1.  Summary of the article –A brief explanation about the article 

 
2.  Reaction to the article – Provide your opinions/thoughts 

 

 
3.  Prediction based on the information you have you should predict what you think will 

happen and 
provide justification. 

 
4.  Stakeholders impacted and how they were impacted. 

Be prepared to present your article in front of the class! 
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IBUS Travel Project Grading Criteria 
 
 
 
The following must be included in your project in order to receive a grade of “A”. 

 
  Facts about the country (i.e., population, geographic area, demographics, government 

structure, economic system) 
  Economic facts (i.e., exports, imports, chief agricultural products, foreign exchange, 

currency, transportation modes available) 
  Travel information (i.e., methods/costs of travel to the country, methods of travel while 

in the country, hotel accommodations, communication modes available in the country) 
  Culture and customs (i.e., customs which affect business relations, holidays, major 

religions, etiquette, cultural practices, social customs, body language gestures, faux pas, 
dress code, and business protocol) that make your chosen country different from 
customs found in the U.S.A. 

  Minimum of 3 commonly used phrases with translations 
  Eating habits (i.e., general cost of meals/restaurants, whether American food is served 

in that country, when people tend to eat, etc.) 
  You will have a separate slide itemizing your expenses in a pie chart and describing the 

costs of the trip and how it compared to your budget of $3,500. 
  You must include graphics that are related to your country (e.g., Nation’s Flag) and 

common phrases, greetings and salutations used. 
*At least 1 relevant graphic per slide.* 

  The itinerary should be prepared detailing the business manager’s visit to the country. 
This itinerary should cover the moment the executive walks out the door en route to 
the airport to the moment the executive lands safely back in the U.S. and arrives 
back in your city. Be sure to allow adequate travel time. This should be in 
paragraph from. Be descriptive and creative. 

  Be sure to include a cover page with title and country’s flag. Your PowerPoint slides 
should be printed in handout form. 

  All work must be typed 
  Slides should follow a logical order 
  Quality of work/Effort 
  Overall appearance, neatness, creativity 
  Make sure the presentation is fluid appears to be rehearsed keep the slides visible and 

without clutter. Speak clearly, confidently while making eye contact with your audience 
and avoid stating what is on the slide verbatim. 
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Business Organization & Management – BUS 615 
Final Examination 

 
 
 
You and your partner interested in starting your own business and are seeking 
some financial support from potential investors. You will select your own industry 
or product to pursue your business venture. Your goal is to devise a Business Plan 
that will be presented to a panel of potential investors. These investment funds 
are vital to your business goal/objectives and you are in competition with other 
start-up companies who are also vying for these funds. You will need to use 
visuals from PowerPoint, Excel and other multimedia tools that will enhance the 
quality of your presentation. 

 
 
 
Your Business Plan should include: 

 
 

1.  Mission Statement 
2.  Executive Summary 
3.  Business Goals 
4.  Product/Service Overview 
5.  SWOT Analysis 
6.  Marketing/Promotional Plan 
7.  Competitive Analysis 
8.  Personnel Needs 
9.  Financial Needs 
10.Conclusion 
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APPENDIX B      NEW JERSEY STUDENT LEARNING STANDARDS 
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NEW JERSEY STUDENT LEARNING STANDARDS 

 

3 - English Language Arts 

4 - Mathematics 

6 - Social Studies 

8 - Technology 

9 - 21st Century Life and Careers 
 

 

 

 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2016/ela/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2016/math/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/ss/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/tech/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/career/
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APPENDIX C CURRICULUM MODIFICATIONS & ADAPTATIONS 
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